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Storecoin p2p cloud — network and storage architecture
Validators provide runtime environment to execute tokenized apps and Messagenodes provide
storage for the app data
Validators
tokenized app
runtime

ooo

Messagenodes
Blockchain data stored in individual
Messagenodes
ooo

ooo

@Storecoin

DHT-based decentralized storage
network
(for app data store)

Replication or erasure-coding based
fault tolerance. Tokenized apps decide
the type of fault tolerance they need
based on data size, desired read
throughput, and other considerations.

ooo

App data stored in decentralized
storage (dStorage) network

Consensus
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Storecoin p2p cloud architecture
Tokenized apps
Tokenized app 1

Tokenized app 2

OOO

Tokenized app n

Storecoin p2p cloud compute interface

Data classification
APIs

Payment APIs

Data discovery
and query APIs

App provisioning
APIs

Data access
metering APIs

Smart contract for data purchase, data access, and revenue sharing

Tokenized app provisioning

Data classification module

Datacoin valuation module

Data discovery module

App resource utilization
manager

De-identification engine

Data access authorization
manager

Encryption engine

Secure computation engine

Storecoin p2p settlement layer interface *
Wallet interface

@Storecoin

dWorker provisioning

Developer APIs and client library

Network Management

* See next slide for details

InterLedger Protocol (ILP) connector
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Storecoin p2p settlement layer
Client interface
Wallet interface

dWorker provisioning

Developer APIs and client library

Network Management

InterLedger Protocol (ILP) connector

WebC (Crypto-powered web)
API and client interface

Storecoin Secure Currency Transfer Protocol (SCTP)

Account
APIs
Account rules engine

Payment
APIs

Blockchain
query APIs

BlockFin rules engine

KYV
manager
Audit log

Threat module

MessageNode interface
(replication, erasure coding, data integrity check, etc.)
Role-based access control

Encryption

Continuous monitoring
and notification manager

Staking
manager

Governance module

Fraud
protectio
n
Economics module

Zero-fee programmable
payment layer

Validator interface (transaction and
block validations, signature processing,
etc.)
De-identification

Core consensus extensions

Secure, authenticated, discoverable p2p network
TCP/UDP

Cryptographic primitives

Storage interface

Secure network and storage
layer

Core component

@Storecoin

Optional/future component
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